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Abstract
Stabilizations and atomic level quadrupole coupling constant (CQ) properties have been investigated for
graphene–like monolayers (G–monolayers) of boron nitride (BN), boron phosphide (BP), aluminum nitride
(AlN), and aluminum phosphide (AlP) structures. To this aim, density functional theory (DFT) calculations
have been performed to optimize the model structures and also to evaluate the CQ parameters. The results of
optimizations indicated that the formations, polarities, and semiconducting properties of BN G–monolayer
are more favorable than other investigated G–monolayers. Moreover, the atomic level CQ parameters also
indicated that the atoms at the tips of monolayers have the most activities among other atoms and different
properties have been seen for the atoms at different positions of monolayers. Differences of electronegativities
are also important for the magnitudes of CQ properties as could be seen by larger values of CQ parameters for
B and Al atoms in the BN and AlN G–monolayers in comparison with BP and AlP G–monolayers.
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INTRODUCTION
The pioneering introductory of carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) by Iijima [1] has raised intensive
interests of researchers to investigate properties
of this novel material and also to find possibilities
of existence for other related nanostructures
[2, 3]. The efforts have led to syntheses and
characterizations of other nanostructures in
addition to CNTs, in which graphene (G) has
been introduced as a honeycomb monolayer of
carbon atoms with wide surface area [4, 5]. The
G-monolayers could be either extracted from
graphite–multilayers or directly synthesized as
outstanding structures [6, 7]. Considerable efforts
have been also dedicated to characterize various
aspects of G-monolayers through computations
and experiments [8 – 10]. The surface of G–
monolayer is expected to be proper for several
applications in the field of surface sciences
from biological systems and drug deliveries up
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to environmental applications and pollutant
removals [11, 12]. However, the hydrophobic
nature of G-monolayer makes this structure as an
improper material for applications in the hydrated
media [13]. Therefore, further investigations have
been oriented to find nanostructures based on
other atoms rather than carbon atoms. To this aim,
combinations of atoms of third and fifth groups of
elements (III–A and V–A) have been considered as
possible substitutions for carbon nanostructures
[14, 15]. Since the electronegativities of
atoms of III–A and V–A are different, the new
nanostructures could be also considered as
ionic ones more proper for hydrated systems in
comparison with non–ionic carbon nanostructures
[16]. Possibilities of combinations of boron (B)
and aluminum (Al) atoms of III–A with nitrogen
(N) and phosphorous (P) atoms of V–A have been
very well investigated through computation and
experiments [17 – 20]. Stabilities and properties
for tubular, conical, and planar models of BN, BP,
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AlN, and AlP nanostructures have been reports by
earlier studies [21-24]. Specifically, the stabilities
and properties for combinations of B/Al and N/P
atoms to construct nanocones have been earlier
investigated through quantum computations [21].
Regarding electronic transferring properties, in
which the carbon nanostructures are metals or
semiconductors dependent on their structural
properties, the III–V nanostructures have been
seen as always semiconductors [25]. This character
very well distinguishes the III–V nanostructures for
specific purposes in electronic systems technologies
instead of carbon nanostructures [26]. The ionic
III–V surfaces could make possible several selective
absorptions of external materials on the surfaces or
they could be proper surfaces to catalyze chemical
reactions in desired directions [27].
Within this work, stabilities and properties
of molecular systems of BN, BP, AlN, and AlP
G–monolayers (Fig. 1) have been investigated
by advantages computational chemistry for
characterizations at atomic and molecular level
properties. Molecular systems with similar
stoichiometries have been constructed for the
investigated III–V models to be optimized to
reach the minimum–energy structures. Molecular
properties such as dipole moments and different
types of energies have been evaluated by the
results of optimization processes. Atomic level
properties of quadrupole coupling constants
(CQ) have been also evaluated for the atoms
of optimized structures to better examine the
properties of investigated models at the atomic
levels. It is really an advantage of computational
chemistry to reproduce complicated spectroscopic
parameters especially for complex systems
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of nanostructures [28]. CQ properties could
be measured by solid–state nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, which are
among the most versatile techniques of materials
characterizations [29].
Since the electronic sites of atoms are origins
for CQ properties, they could very well reveal
insightful information about the atomic structures
of molecular systems. Using these advantages,
the stabilities and properties for III–V models
of this work including BN, BP, AlN, and AlP G–
monolayers (Fig. 1) have been investigated through
computations of molecular and atomic properties
(Tables 1 and 2).
EXPERIMENTAL
Calculation
Electronic and structural properties for four
monolayer models consisting of B and Al atoms
of III–A group and N and P atoms of V–A group
with the stoichiometries of III33V33H22 (Fig. 1)
have been investigated within this work. It is
worth to mention that the role of hydrogens
is to saturate the valance shells of atoms at the
planar edges to mimic sp2 hybridizations for
them [30]. The models have been optimized to
achieve the minimum energy level structures
to find proper geometries for investigations of
electronic and structural properties. Additionally,
molecular properties including dipole moment
(Dm), total energies (Et), binding energies (Eb),
and energy gaps (Eg) have been evaluated for
the stabilized models by optimization processes
(Table 1). Dm implies for the orientations of
electronic distribution in the molecular structure
and Et implies for the energy of whole structure.
Eb implies for the energy differences between
the molecules and constructing atoms; Eb =
E(III33V33H22) – 33E(III) – 33E(V) – 22E(H). Eg implies
for the energy differences of the highest occupied
and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbiatls
(HOMO and LUMO); Eg = EHOMO – ELUMO. In addition
to optimized properties, atomic–scale properties
of quadrupole coupling constants (CQ) have been
evaluated for the optimized structures to further
analyze the properties of investigated models
(Table 2). To this aim, electric field gradient (EFG)
tensors have been calculated for the atoms of
optimized structures to evaluate CQ parameters;
CQ = e2Qqzzh–1 [31]. The components e, Q, qzz, and
h are electric charge, nuclear electric quadrupole
moment, main eigenvalue of EFG tensors, and
Planck’s constant [29]. It is noted that the CQ
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parameters could be obtained for those atoms
with nuclear spin angular momentum (I) greater
than one or equal to it; therefore, all atoms are not
detectable by these parameters [29]. Accordingly,
CQ parameters have been obtained for B, Al, and N
atoms of investigated models but not for P atoms
(Table 2). All calculations have been performed at
the level of density functional theory (DFT) using
the B3LYP exchange–correlation functional and
the 6–31G* standard basis set as implemented in
the Gaussian 98 program [32].
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Optimized properties
The obtained values of optimized molecular
properties for the BN, BP, AlN, and AlP G–
monolayers (Fig. 1) of this work are summarized
in Table 1. The values of dipole moments (Dm)
indicate the levels of polarity as Dm(BN) > Dm(BP)
> Dm(AlN) > Dm (AlP) showing the highest polarity
for BN and the lowest one for AlP G–monolayers.
The polarities are arisen because of different
electronegativities of III–V hetero–structures
whereas the value of dipole moment is almost
zero for the original C homo–atomic monolayer
[9]. It is important to note that the summations
of atomic numbers for B and N atoms equals to
the summations of atomic numbers for two C
atoms; therefore, the BN structures are always
considered as proper substitutions for the C
structures. The values of total energies (Et) do
not directly show a remarkable trend; however,
the binding energies (Eb) could show that the
formation of BN G–monolayer is better achievable
than other three BP, AlN, and AlP models, in
which the formation of AlP G–monolayer is the
worst achievable structure among the models.
The formations for BP and AlN are almost similar
to each other between the formations of BN and
AlP G–monolayers. The electronic conductivity
properties have been explored by the evaluations
of energy gaps (Eg) for the investigated III–V G–

monolayers. The results indicate that the BN
G–monolayer shows the best semi–conducting
property among the considered models. It is
remembered that the III–V nanostructures
are expected to show always semiconducting
properties, in which the results of obtained EG
parameters show the expected semiconducting
properties for all of four investigated models. In
addition to very well behaved BN G–monolayer
for semiconducting property, the other three
models also show reasonable values of Eg to be
categorized for semiconductors. As a result of this
section, it could be mentioned that the formations
of BN, BP, AlN, and AlP G–monolayers could be
possible according to the obtained values of Eb for
them. Moreover, different polarities indicated that
the III–V structures could play different roles for
dispersions in water media. Finally, the expected
semiconducting property has been approved for
the investigated III–V G–monolayers according to
their values of Eg. Comparing the results of this
work with earlier studies [18, 20, 21, 30] indicates
that the properties of III–V nanostructures could
be tuned through substitution of B by Al or N by P
for the specific purposes of applications.
Quadrupole coupling constants
The values of quadrupole coupling constants
(CQ) for the B, N, and Al atoms of optimized BN,
BP, AlN, and AlP G–monolayers (Fig. 1) are listed in
Table 2. As mentioned earlier, because of isotopes
abundances in nature, CQ properties could be
evaluated for B, Al, and N atoms but not for P
atoms [29]. The results are showing the electronic
properties of constructing atoms of investigated
monolayers, which are important for the careful
examinations of electronic structures of matters.
For B and Al atoms, the structure could be divided
into some atomic layers based on similarities of
properties for atoms of that layer. According to Fig.
1, atoms III1 to III11, III13 to III21, III23 to III33, III35 to III43,
III45 to III55, and III57 to III65 make their atomic layers

Table 1: Optimized structural properties for III–V graphenes *
Table 1: Optimized structural properties for III–V graphenes *

Property

BNG

BPG

AlNG

AlPG

Stoichiometry
Dm /Debye
Et /keV
Eb /eV
Eg /eV

B33N33H22
3.928
–71.946
490.355
5.945

B33P33H22
3.643
–329.235
347.990
2.461

Al33N33H22
3.209
–267.326
364.370
4.760

Al33P33H22
0.422
–524.654
259.956
3.776

* See
Fig.Fig.
1 for1details.
(Dm: Dipole moment; Et: Total energy; Eb: Binding energy; Eg: Energy gap)
* See
for details.
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Table 2: B /Al / N quadrupole coupling constants (CQ /MHz) for III–V G–monolayers *
Table 2: B /Al / N quadrupole coupling constants (CQ /MHz) for III–V G–monolayers *
Atom

BN

BP

AlN

AlP

Atom

BN

AlN

B / Al 1
B / Al 3
B / Al 5
B / Al 7
B / Al 9
B / Al 11
B / Al 13
B / Al 15
B / Al 17
B / Al 19
B / Al 21
B / Al 23
B / Al 25
B / Al 27
B / Al 29
B / Al 31
B / Al 33
B / Al 35
B / Al 37
B / Al 39
B / Al 41
B / Al 43
B / Al 45
B / Al 47
B / Al 49
B / Al 51
B / Al 53
B / Al 55
B / Al 57
B / Al 59
B / Al 61
B / Al 63
B / Al 65

3.135
2.652
2.654
2.654
2.652
3.135
2.784
2.832
2.831
2.832
2.784
3.248
2.822
2.849
2.849
2.822
3.248
2.828
2.863
2.862
2.863
2.828
3.300
2.864
2.896
2.896
2.864
3.300
3.428
3.604
3.620
3.604
3.428

2.627
1.897
1.891
1.891
1.897
2.627
2.035
2.003
1.980
2.003
2.035
2.752
2.010
2.035
2.035
2.010
2.752
2.106
2.081
2.043
2.081
2.106
2.890
2.133
2.164
2.164
2.133
2.890
2.985
3.228
3.247
3.228
2.985

26.751
23.504
23.563
23.563
23.504
26.751
24.057
24.292
24.304
24.292
24.057
27.255
24.303
24.376
24.376
24.303
27.255
24.228
24.438
24.492
24.438
24.228
27.371
24.361
24.548
24.548
24.361
27.371
27.744
28.300
28.340
28.300
27.744

22.195
15.983
15.987
15.987
15.983
22.195
16.725
16.823
16.818
16.823
16.725
22.994
16.953
17.040
17.040
16.953
22.994
17.019
17.178
17.194
17.178
17.019
23.307
17.293
17.501
17.501
17.293
23.307
23.549
24.307
24.359
24.307
23.549

N2
N4
N6
N8
N 10
N 12
N 14
N 16
N 18
N 20
N 22
N 24
N 26
N 28
N 30
N 32
N 34
N 36
N 38
N 40
N 42
N 44
N 46
N 48
N 50
N 52
N 54
N 56
N 58
N 60
N 62
N 64
N 66

2.128
2.361
2.375
2.361
2.128
1.753
0.401
0.433
0.433
0.401
1.753
0.257
0.333
0.318
0.333
0.257
1.713
0.301
0.295
0.295
0.301
1.713
0.188
0.267
0.240
0.267
0.188
1.746
0.252
0.252
0.252
0.252
1.746

2.224
2.303
2.311
2.303
2.224
2.058
0.066
0.049
0.049
0.066
2.058
0.149
0.086
0.095
0.086
0.149
2.054
0.085
0.108
0.108
0.085
2.054
0.158
0.102
0.122
0.102
0.158
2.101
0.359
0.440
0.440
0.359
2.101

* See Fig. 1 for the numbers. (CQ: Quadrupole coupling constant)

as could be seen by the evidences of similarities
for properties of atoms in the layers. As could be
seen in Table 2, the obtained CQ properties are the
same for pairs of 1 and 11, 3 and 9, and 5 and 7
atoms for the first atomic layer.
Parallel results are also observed for the atoms
of other layers. Similar results are also obtained
for N atoms as could be seen by the magnitudes
of CQ parameters for atoms pairs of N2 and N10, N4
and N8 in the first atomic layer. The atomic layers
based on the similarities of properties for atoms of
each layer are categorized for N atoms as N2 to N10,
N12 to N22, N24 to N32, N34 to N44, N46 to N54, and N56
to N66 layers. Careful examinations of magnitudes
of CQ parameters for constructing atoms indicate
that the values for B atoms are larger in BN than
BP G–monolayer. For Al atoms, the magnitudes
of CQ parameters are larger in AlN than AlP G–
monolayer. This trend is because of differences
Int. J. Nano Dimens., 7 (4): 284-289, Autumn 2016

of electronegativities between the atoms in
III–V bonds. The order of electronegativities for
investigated atoms is N > P > B > Al. Because of
larger electronegativity differences between B –
N and Al – N in comparison with B – P and Al –
P, the obtained CQ properties for B and Al atoms
are larger in III–N than III–P G–monolayers. The
magnitudes of CQ for N atoms are almost similar to
each other in BN and AlN monolayers.
Focusing on the magnitudes of CQ parameters in
each model indicates that the largest magnitudes
for all B, Al, and N atoms are observed when
they are located at the tip of monolayer, III57 –
III65 and N2 – N10 atoms. In other positions, the
magnitudes of CQ parameters are changed due to
being in different chemical environments inside
the monolayers. The results also indicate that
the molecular properties are almost complicated
by seeing so many differences of properties in
287
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atomic levels investigations. Larger or smaller
magnitudes for CQ parameters of one atomic type
are related to the magnitude of qzz eigenvalue
which is important for definition of capability of
one atom for interactions with other atoms or
molecules. Increasing the amount of electronic
charges on one atom could encourage it for more
interacting activities. Within our results, the most
activities could be expected for atoms at the tips
of G–monolayers in agreement with earlier trends
on BN nanotubes [33].
CONCLUSION
DFT calculations have been performed to
evaluate CQ properties for the stabilized models of
BN, BP, AlN, and AlP G–monolayers. The optimized
molecular results indicated that the possibility
of formations for BN G–monolayer is the most
favorable among considered systems. Moreover,
better polarities and semiconducting properties
have been seen for the BN G–monolayer in
comparison with other III–V G–monolayers.
Atomic level CQ parameters also indicate that the
atoms of G–monolayers could be divided into
atomic layers based on similarities of properties for
atoms of each layer. Moreover, the atoms located
at planar tips are activated more than the atoms
of inner positions due to their larger magnitudes
of CQ parameters. Interestingly, larger differences
of electronegativities yield larger magnitudes of CQ
parameters as could be seen for B and Al atoms in
the III–N models comparing to the III–V models.
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